
Ida Ougnidif Tower 3  

Bread and Jam E3 85m 
A great route tackling the grooves to the right of Central Arête pitch 2.  

25m 4c – climb the crack in the middle of the buttress, 2m left of Central Arête P1. Move a few 

meters right to belay as for CA. 

25m 5c – On the R side of the arête, right of CA, make a thin pull onto a small ledge and gear. Climb 

the groove and crack above to a hard exit left onto a slab. Move up and right into a large groove and 

then bridge steeply up and then left through welded blocks (or are they?) to gain a stance on the left 

at a good horizontal break. 

25m 5b – Step left, move up on unhelpful looking holds and then climb the left trending ramp to 

easier ground. Step left and follow an easy groove for 15m. 

Note - I got through the loose section of ‘welded’ blocks without any mishap - so it was sound - but I 

thought I’d leave the stars off until someone fancied taking a second look. We climbed with a couple 

of lads who said that Central Arête was very loose so it could be similar to that. 

 
Bread & Jam 



 
Emma on Bread and Jam P1 

Brussels cliff 
A first new route in the cliff S of Brokeback Mountain and W of and directly below the Left Wing. The 

cliff is 300m long with a pinnacle at its L end, and a massive boulder choked diagonal cleft on its 

right. Access by walking up the path to the White Dome Towers and cut back left after 15 mins 

where the path meets the large rock slabs on the R.  

Note - We also tried climbing a route just L of the cleft but the rock there was poor. 

No Brussels direct E1 * 
Follows the S shaped crack/groove and crack line 150m left of the massive cleft that runs the height 

of the cliff. Start in a recess just L of a 50m high grass topped buttress. 

25m 4a – Scramble to the top of a pillar, step across right and move up to belay at cracks. 

25m 5b – Climb the groove above stepping left below the loose rock at its top to make a steep pull 

onto the diagonal break. Follow this up and left past an awkward step to belay. 

50m 5a – Follow the groove past a short wide section (large cam useful) and then finish easily. 



Tim Monks & Emma Postlethwaite 25/12/2012 

No Brussels Direct – E1 



 
Emma at the first belay on No Brussels Direct 

The Orange Wall 

Choc Orange E1 5a * 
The route follows a snaking shallow groove just to the L of Ochre L. Start up a L trending ramp to and 

then follow the groove to pull L through a small black overlap. Continue direct above & then join the 

belay of Mr Orange. 

Tim Monks & Emma Postlethwaite 28/12/2012 

Getting back that evening we saw in the new routes book that others had climbed routes there (inc 

Ochre Left, confirmed HS; p26 of the new routes book), but it looks like nobody had followed this nice 

line, which seemed like the best one. 



Col Crags 
Two new climbs on the cliff 300m SW (uphill) from perfectly pleasant arête p162 of the guide. Start 

near a 40m high pinnacle in the centre of the cliff. Cactus Garden starts just left of the base of the 

pinnacle. No Resolution starts from the highest ground behind the pinnacle, easiest to approach on 

the RHS. For both routes traverse off right then go back round L behind the crag. 

Cactus garden (L), No Resolution (R). 

A Norwegian duo did a load of routes off the terrace and large corner top left of this photo with a 

donkey theme – Honky Donkey etc. Their description/topo looked like it might be hard to follow. 

Cactus Garden E1? 60m * 
Follows the ramp line and flakes starting 10m left of the pinnacle. 

5a 30m – climb a short crack to an easy slab then pull awkwardly up and left onto a second slab. 

Follow the ramp up R with just enough gear to a ledge and belay below the corner on the left. A 

good pitch. 

4c 30m - Climb the corner/flake to a narrowing and place gear on the slab on the R. Boldly climb to 

the RHS of an overlap and follow the groove above to a ledge 

Tim Monks & Emma Postlethwaite Alts 1/1/2013 



 
Cactus Garden P1 

No Resolution HVS 5b? 50m ** 
Good continuous climbing following the distinctive crack in the groove behind the pinnacle. Well 

protected. Start L of a small tree at the top of the ground behind the pinnacle. Climb cracks to reach 

a ledge then step R and make a steep pull up to gain the right trending ramp. Follow this to a good 

ledge belay. 

Tim Monks & Emma Postlethwaite 1/1/2013 



Scrambling to the start of No Resolution – HVS (right hand line). The line on he left is P2 of Cactus 

Garden E1 



Tassila gorge 

Enchanted Gorge HVS/E2 5b 300m * 
A fantastic rest day drip up the Tassila gorge above the pencil waterfall, with a slightly troubling 

background chanting sound to keep you company all the way.  

Park by the waterfall, check volume is low and the skies as cloudless as usual, pause to consider 

whether it rained yesterday (of course not!), then walk up terraces to the L of the waterfall passing a 

house, and contour R to gain the gorge. 

The best place to start is at a wide pebble beach, passing a small pool fed from the gorge on the left. 

Pick a route through the gorge, variously walking or climbing at 4C-5A on either wall, or sometimes 

bridging, until a final unprotected 5b section gains daylight. 

The route could be a good solo, but works well with a single rope and small rack. The exit probably 

makes it E2, but it would be easy to preplace a rope and so make it HVS max. 

Various escape/new routes possible.  

Tim Monks & Emma Postlethwaite 3/1/2013 



Climbing into the start of Enchanted Gorge 



Enchanted gorge 

Flash Flood E4 6a 40m *** 
A superb route following water sculpted features and the obvious handrail on the west wall at the 

top of the Tassila Gorge. Approach via Enchanted Gorge, or by walking W from Tassila  to the top of 



the gorge and abseiling down the final 10m section of that route. The route starts 10m down the 

gorge from the abseil on the left of the far end of the boulder bowl. 

Climb good cracks up and left to reach a good handrail then make a stiff pull to stand on it. Step L 

into a shallow groove and launch leftwards along the obvious handrail until a committing hard move 

left at its end gains a sculpted scoop. Bridge up on the L of this to easy ground. 

Tim Monks & Emma Postlethwate 3/1/2013 

This is the best of the new routes we did and worth seeking out. As for our other routes I climbed 

ground up but couldn’t work out what way to go on the crux so ended up aided the hard move and 

then climbed out. We came back the next day and although it all seemed a lot easier (E3?) Emma 

couldn’t do the moves and she’s normally ok at that grade. Whichever, it’s a fine route! 

Flash Flood.  

 


